
Cedar Pay helps you succeed in a world where patient  
collections have become crucial to healthy balance sheets.  
Our platform personalizes the post-visit billing experience  
to drive meaningful engagement, guiding patients to 
self-service payment and balance resolution.

Cedar Pay
The patient-first billing and payment  
solution with proven results

Key benefits
Provide the most frictionless 
online bill pay experience

Remove barriers to engagement  
and payment with personalized  
outreach, secure guest checkout, 
easy-to-understand statements  
and flexible payment options.

Help patients  
help themselves

Give patients self-service solutions  
beyond payment with features like  
denials notifications, insurance  
capture, live chat, data-driven  
discounting and payment plans.

Continuously improve the  
patient billing experience

Use the cloud-based billing  
platform that’s always learning  
and leverages data to reach  
patients in the most compelling  
ways possible.

How it works
Dynamic dunning,  
effective outreach

Tailor billing communications 
based on channel preference, 
invoice-specific data, digital  
engagement behavior and 
optimal delivery day and time. 
Our platform leans into digital 
outreach methods including text 
message, email and ringless calls 
to drive engagement while  
yielding high patient satisfaction.
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Susan
Age group: 65+
Invoice type: BAI
Med. HH income: $125-150k

Alex
Age group: 25-35
Invoice type: Self-pay
Med. HH income: $50-75k

Individualized pathways 
to resolution

Give every patient a billing experience that’s right for 
them. Our platform combines EHR or billing system, 
demographic and external data to dynamically surface 
payment options and balance resolution workflows 
that accommodate the needs of your patients.
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• Self-select payment plans

• Data-driven discounting

• Denials notifications/navigation

Readable statements 
designed to engage

Drive more patients to the checkout page by  
making it easier for them to understand their financial 
responsibility. Our patient-centric statements are  
designed with accessibility and empathy top of mind, 
surfacing the most important information for patients  
to demystify the billing process.

• Physician and facility bills all in one place

• Visit-level statements with explanation of coverage

• Plain language billing code descriptions
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Proven results

70%
digital self-service 
payments

30%
increase in patient 
pay collections

88%
patient satisfaction Learn more at cedar.com

• Insurance capture

• Live chat

Balance resolution features


